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Closure Relations for Orbits on Affine Symmetric Spaces 
under the Action of Minimal Parabolic Subgroups 

Toshihiko Matsuki 

§ 1. Introduction 

Let G be a connected Lie group, a an involutive automorphism of G 
and Ha subgroup of G such that G0cHcGq where Gq={x e Gjax=x} 
and Gg is the connected component of Gq containing the identity. Then 
the factor space H\ G is called an affine symmetric space. We assume that 
G is real semisimple throughout this paper. 

Let P 0 be a minimal parabolic subgroup of G. Then a parametriza
tion of the double coset decomposition H\ G/P 0 is given in [l] and [2]. In 
this paper we study the closure relations for the double coset decomposition. 

The result of this paper can be stated as follows. Let g be the Lie 
algebra of G and a the automorphism of g induced from the automorphism 
a of G. Let 0 be a Cartan involution of g such that a0=0a. Let g= fj+ q 
(resp. g= f+!J) be the decomposition of g into the + 1 and -1 eigenspaces 
for a (resp. 0). 

Let x be an arbitrary element of G. By Theorem 1 in [l], there exists 
an he Gg such that P=hxP 0x- 1lr 1 can be written as 

where a is a a-stable maximal abelian subspace of j:), s+ is a positive system 
of the root system S of the pair (g, a), Zo(a) is the centralizer of a in G 
and n=I:. 0 +g(a; a). (g(a; a)={Xe gj[Y, X]=a(Y)X for all Ye a}.) 
Since (HxP 0Yi=(HP)°ihx, we have only to study (HP)°i. 

Let K be the analytic subgroup of G for f and put Ha= (Kn H) · 
exp (!J n q). Then Ha\ G is called the affine symmetric space associated to 
H\ G ([l]). For a subset S of G, we put S 0P= {Ye G j (Hayp)c! n S=;t= 0}, 
Then it is clear that S 0P is the minimal Ha_p invariant open subset of G 
containing S since the number of Ha_p double cosets in G is finite. For 
each root a in S, put a"={Y ea I a(Y)=O}, put L.=Z 0 (a") and choose an 
element w. of N x(a) such that Ad (w.) la is the reflection with respect to a. 
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Theorem. Let C denote the a-stable convex closed cone in a defined 
by C= {Ye a I a(Y)>O for all a es+ n aS+}. Fix an element Y0 of en fj 
such that a e 2 and a(Y 0)=0 implies alanij=O. Let w be the element of W 
defined by the condition 

Let w = w ai • • • w a,. be a minimal expression of w by the reflections with re
spect to simple roots ai, '•·,a,. ins+. Put w(i)=Wa1'' ·Wai (i=O, '' ·, n), 
L 1=Z 0 (an fj), f 1= 0g(an fj) and f=[f 1, [ 1]. Let L be the analytic subgroup 
of G for r. Then we have the followings. 

( i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

Here 

for i = 1, · · · , n. 

(HP)c! = (HwP)c!(Pw- 1P)cL 

and (HaP) 0 P=(HawP) 0P(Pw-1P)" 1 

(HwP)c! = H((L n H)(L n P))'lwP 

and (HawP) 0P=Ha((L n Ha)(L n P))°PwP. 

((L n Ha)(L n P)) 0P = {Y e LI ((L n Ha)y(L n P))d n {L n Ha)(L n P) =/:= 0}. 

(iv) (HP)° 1=H((L n H)(L n P))° 1w(Pw- 1P)° 1 

and (Ha P) 0P = Ha((L n Ha)(L n P))°Pw(Pw-1P)' 1• 

(v) (L n H)(L n P) is open in L and (L n Ha)(L n P) is closed in L. 
(vi) Let D (resp. D') be an arbitrary H-P double coset (resp. Ha_p 

double coset) contained in (HP)c! (resp. (Ha P)°P). Then there exist ele
ments Yt e (Hw<il Pyt (resp. (Haw<t> P) 0P) for i = 0, · · ·, n satisfying the fol
lowing four conditions. 

(a) at=Ad (Yt)a is a-stable and Yt e K for i=O, · · ·, n. 
(b) Hy 0P=D and y,. e ((LnH)(LnP)ytw (resp. Hay 0P=D' and 

Yn e ((LnHa)(LnP)) 0Pw). 
(c) Let a~ be the root in S(ai) defined by a~=at o Ad (Yt)- 1 for i= 1, 

· · ·, n. Jfg(at; a~)n q={O}, then Yt-i=Yt or YtWa,· Jf g(a,; ai)n q=/:={O}, 
then Y;,-1=Y;,, y,wa,, Y;,Ca, or y.c;/. Here Ca;, is an element of La, defined by 
ca,=Ji' 1c:,Y., c:,=exp(ir/2)(X+OX) with an Xe g(ai; a~)nq satisfying 
2(a~, a~)B(X, OX)= -1. (B( , ) is the Killing form on g and ( , ) is the 
inner product on af induced from B( , ).) 

(d) dim Hy,_ 1P > dim Hy.P (resp. dim Hayi_ 1P < dim Hay,P) for 
i= 1, · · ·, n. Moreover if Yt-i =y;,ca, or y.c;/ in (c), then dim Hy._ 1P> 
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dimHyiP (resp. dimH"yHP<dimH"yiP). 
(viii) Let D (resp. D') be an arbitrary closed H-P double coset (open 

H"-P double coset) in G. Then 

Dc(HP) 01 ~DcHRwW ... W P ~ a11 a1 

(resp. D'c(H"P) 0P~D'cH"R'wW.,.· .. w.,P). 

Here R (resp. R') is the union of all the closed L n H-L n P double cosets 
(open Ln H"-Ln P double cosets) in Land W •• ={1, w.J for i= 1, · · ·, n. 
Moreover let y be an element of K such that Ad (y)a is a-stable and that 
HyP is closed in G. (Then H"yP is open in G by Corollary of [1] § 3.) 
Then 

(At the end of this section, we have 

for any H-P double coset HyP in G as a corollary of Theorem. Here y e K 
is chosen so that Ad (y)a is a-stable.) 

Remark. (i) Since L is a connected semisimple Lie subgroup of G 
such that aL=0L=L, we can apply Theorem to the double coset decom
positions L n H\L/ L n P and L n H" \L/ L n P. 

(ii) If the number of the open L n H-L n P double cosets in Lis one 
(then the number of the closed L n H"-L n P double cosets in L is one by 
Corollary of [1] § 3), for instance when G is a complex semisimple Lie 
group and a is a complex linear involution, then it is clear from Theorem 
(v) that 

((L n H)(L n P)Y 1 = ((L n H")(L n P)) 0P = L. 

In [3], T.A. Springer studied the double coset decomposition H\ G/ P 
for algebraic groups G over algebraically closed fields. He also studied 
closure relations in Section 6 of his paper. So the formula for (HP) 01 in 
Theorem (iv) and the description of H-P double cosets contained in (HP)" 1 

in Theorem (vi) are essentially the same as his results ( except that y t- 1 = y i 
or yiw., when g(a:i; ai) n q"=;t:{O}) when G is a complex Lie group and a 
is a complex linear involution. 

(iii) When the number of the open L n H-L n P double cosets in L 
is not one, we can find by Theorem (vii) all the L n H-L n P double 
cosets (resp. L n H"-L n p double cosets) contained in ((L n H) (L n P))" 1 

(resp. ((L n H")(L n P)) 0P) in the following way. Let (L n H)y(L n P) 
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(resp. (L n Ha)y(L n P)) be an arbitrary L n H-L n P double coset {resp. 
L n Ha-L n P double coset) in L. We may assume that Ad (y)a is a-stable 
and that y e K by [l] Theorem 1. Then considering L, L n H and 
y(LnP)y- 1 as G, Ha and Pin Theorem (vii), respectively, we can see 
whether (L n H)(L n P)y I (resp. (L n Ha)(L n P)y 1) is contained in 
((L n H)y(L n P)y- 1)0 P (resp. ((L n Ha)y(L n P)y- 1)<1) or not. So we can 
see whether (L n H)y(L n P) (resp. (L n Ha)y(L n P)) is contained in 
((L n H)(L n P))c! (resp. (L n Ha)(L n P) 0P) or not. 

(iv) Let y be an element of L n K such that Ad (y)a is a-stable. 
Then it follows from the above consideration in (iii) and from the latter 
half of Theorem (vii) that 

(v) When G=G'XG', H={(x,x)!xeG'} and P=P'XP' with a 
connected semisimple Lie group G' and a minimal parabolic subgroup P' 
=P(a', J:1 +) of G', the double coset decomposition H\G/P can be natu
rally identified with the Bruhat decomposition P'\G'/P'c:::.W(a'). In this 
case it is known as Bruhat ordering on W(a') that (P'wP 1)<1 =P'L; 1 • • • 

L;nP'=PWr 1 • • • WrnP'. Here L;=Z 0 ,(a'r:), an={Ye a'!r(Y)=O} for r= 
l:', W= Wr1 • • • Wrn is a reduced expression of w E W(a') by reflections W71 , 

.. ·, Wrn with respect to simple roots r1, .. ·, rn in J:1+ and Wr,={l, wrJ 
for i = l, · · · , n. 

In general if the number of Kn H-conjugacy classes of a-stable max
imal abelian subspaces of j:J is one, then it follows from [l] Theorem 2 that 
y,_ 1= y, or y,w. 1 in Theorem (vi) and that (L n H)(Ln P)=(L n Ha)(Ln P) 
=L. Hence it follows from Theorem (iv) and Theorem (vi) that 

and that 

So we can say that Theorem (vi) is a generalization of Bruhat ordering. 

As in Corollary 2 of [l] Theorem 1, there exists a natural one-to-one 
correspondence between H\G/P and Ha\G/P given by HyP-+Hayp if 
Ad (y)a is a-stable and y e K. From Remark (iv) and from Theorem (vi) 
we have the following. 

Corollary. Let D be an arbitrary H-P double coset and choose a y E 

D n K so that Ad (y)a is a-stable. Then Hy Pc (HPf 1 if and only if Ha P 
c(Haypyi. 
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In the proof of the first six assertions in Theorem, a generalization 
(Lemma 3) of [4] Lemma 5.1 plays an essential role. The proof of 
Theorem (vii) is reduced to the following proposition which will be proved 
in Section 5. 

Proposition. For any closed H-P double coset D and for any open 
H-P double coset D', we have Dc(D')cl. 

The author would like to thank J. Sekiguchi because the simple proof 
of Proposition given in Section 5 is due to him, while the original proof 
by the author was very complicated. 

§ 2. Notations and preliminaries 

Let Z denote the ring of integers and R the field of real numbers. 
For a set S with a map -r: s-s, we write S'={x e Sl-rx=x}. For a 
topological group G1, we denote by (G1) 0 the connected component of G1 

containing the identity. 
Let G1 be a topological group, H 1 and Hz be closed subgroups of G1 

and S be a subset of G1. Then we denote by scz the closure of S in G1 
and we put S 0P(H2\G1/H1)={x E G1 I (HzXH1)cl n S=,t:0}. If the number of 
Hz-H 1 double cosets in G1 is finite, then it is clear that S 0 P(Hz \ G1/H 1) is 
the minimal Hz-H 1 invariant open subset of G1 containing S. If Sis Hz-H 1 
invariant, then sci is also H 2-H 1 invariant. Since we study double coset 
decompositions, it is natural to use the symbol S 0 P(H2 \ G/ H 1) only when 
Sis H 2-H 1 invariant. 

The following general lemma will be used in Section 4 when H 3 = 
(Hz)o, 

Lemma 1. Let G1, H 1 and Hz be as above. Let H 3 be a normal sub
group of Hz and S a subset of G1 such that H 3SH 1 = S. Suppose that the 
number of H 3-H 1 double cosets in G1 is finite. Then we have the followings. 

(i) (H 2S)ci=HzScl. 

(ii) (HzS) 0 P(Hz \ G1/H1)=H2S 0 P(H3 \ G1/H1), 

Proof ( i) Since HzSCHzscic(H 2syi, we have only to prove that 
Hzscz is closed in G1. Since H 3 is normal in Hz, we have 

Hzscz= U g(H3S)°1= U (H 3gS)c 1• 
gEH2 gEH2 

Since the number of H 3-H 1 double cosets in G1 is finite, the right hand side 
of this formula is a union of a finite number of closed sets. Hence H 2sci 
is closed in G1• 
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(ii) Since the number of H 3-H 1 double cosets in G1 is finite, 
(H,S) 0P(Hi \ G1/H 1) is the minimal Hi-invariant open subset of G1 contain
ing His for i=2, 3. Clearly H 2S 0P(H3 \ G1/H 1) is an H2-H 1 invariant open 
subset of G1 such that H 2ScH 2S 0P(H3 \ G1/H 1)c(H 2S) 0P(H2 \ G1/H 1). Hence 
the assertion holds. Q.E.D. 

Let G be a connected real semisimple Lie group, a an involutive 
automorphism of G and H a subgroup of G satisfying G0 c H c Ga. Then 
the factor space H\ G is called an affine symmetric space. 

Let g be the Lie algebra of G and a the automorphism of g induced 
from the automorphism a of G. Fix a Cartan involution 0 of g such that 
a0=0a. Let g=fj+q, g=fja+qa and g=f+p denote the +1 and -1 
eigenspace decompositions for a, a0 and 0, respectively. Let B: gxg-R 
be the Killing form on g. 

Let K denote the analytic subgroup of G for f. Put Ha=(Kn H)· 
exp (j) n q). Then Ha\ G is called the affine symmetric space associated to 
H\ G. We remark here that a property for an affine symmetric spaceH\ G 
also holds for Ha\G. (We can replace H, fj, q and a by Ha, ga, qa and 
a0, respectively.) This is an important technique frequently used in this 
paper. 

Let§ be a subalgebra of g, Sa subgroup of G, tan abelian subspace 
of j) and t* the space of real linear forms on t. Then we put §(t; a)= 
{XE~ I [Y, X]=a(Y)X for all Yet} for any a et* and put 2(§; t)= 
{/3 E t*-{O} J ~(t; fi)=,'={O}}. Let Zs(t) (resp. Ns(t)) denote the centralizer 
(normalizer) oft in S and put Ws(t)=Ns(t)/Zs(t). Write ait)=§(t; 0). 

When tis maximal abelian in j), it is wellknown that 2(t)=2(g; t) 
satisfies the axioms of a root system and that W(t)= Wx(t) is the Weyl 
group of 2(t). In this case we choose an element wa e N x(t) for each 
a E 2(t) so that the restriction of Ad (wa) tot is the reflection with respect 
to a. (All the statements in this paper are independent of the choice of 
Wa.) 

When the real rank of G is one, we can describe the closure relations 
which we want to study in this paper as follows. 

Lemma 2. Let a be a maximal abelian subspace of j). Suppose that 
dim a= 1 and that acfj. Let a be a reduced root in 2=2(g; a) and put 
P=Z 0 (a) exp n with n=g(a; a)+g(a; 2a). Suppose that g(a; a) n q=,'={0} 
and fix an element Ca of K defined by ca=exp (n-/2)(X +OX) with XE 
g(a; a) n q satisfying 2(a, a)B(X, OX)= -1. Then we have the followings. 

(i) G=HPU HwaPU HcaPUHc-; 1P. 
(ii) The double cosets HP and HwaP are closed in G and the double 

cosets HcaP and Hc-;1P are open in G. 
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(iii) dimHP=dimHwaP=dim G-dim(nn q). 
(iv) H 0P=H 0waP if and only if n n 9=F{0}. 
(v) H 0caP=H 0c; 1P if and only if dim(nn q)>2. 

541 

(vi) (HcaP)°1=HcaPUHPUHwaP and (Hc; 1P)° 1=Hc; 1PUHPU 
HwaP. 

Proof. (i) Since {\b, {X}} is a complete set of representatives of 
W(a)-conjugacy classes of q-orthogonal systems of 2, the assertion follows 
from [1] Theorem 3. 

(ii) follows from Proposition 1 and Proposition 2 in [l]. 
(iii) follows from Lemma 7 in Section 5. (It is easy to give a direct 

proof of (iii).) 
(iv) If ncq, then fi=g(a; -a)+g(a; -2a) is also contained in q 

since 0q=q. Hence ijcr, N KnHo(a)=ZxnHo(a) and therefore HoPn HowaP 
=\b by [1] Theorem 1. Conversely suppose that n n ij*{O}. Since a or 
2a is contained in J:(ij; a) and since W xnH0(a) is the Weyl group of J:(ij; a), 
we have waZx(a)nHo=F\P· Hence H 0P=H 0waP. 

(v) Suppose that dim (n n q)= 1. Then dim (j:J n q)= 1 since j:Jcn+ 
a+n and since acij. Hence a'=Ad(ca)a=j:Jnq and the adjoint action 
of KnHo=(KnH)o on a' is trivial. Therefore NxnHo(a')=ZxnHo(a') and 
H 0caPnH 0c; 1P=0 by [1] Theorem 1. Suppose that dim(nnq)>2. 
Then dimHP=dimHwaPSdimG-2 by (iii). Hence G-HP-HwaP is 
connected, and therefore H 0caP=H 0c; 1P. 

(vi) If HP=HwaP or HcaP=Hc; 1P, then the assertions are trivial. 
So we may assume that dim n= 1 by (iv) and (v). Then G/P is diffeo
morphic to a circle, the two closed H 0-orbits H 0P and H 0waP are distinct 
points on the circle, and the two open H 0-orbits H 0caP and H 0c; 1 P are the 
remaining open arcs. Thus the assertions are clear. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 2'. Retain the assumptions and notations in Lemma 2. Then 
we have the followings. 

(i) G=H°'PU H°'waPU HacaPU Hac; 1P. 
(ii) The double cosets H°'P and HawaP are open in G and the double 

cosets HacaP and H°'c; 1P are closed in G. 
(iii) dim H°'caP=dim H°'c; 1P=dim G-dim (n n ij)-1. 
(iv) H({'=H({'waP if and only ifnn 9=F{0}. 
( v) H 0°'caP= H({'c;1P if and only if dim ( n n q) > 2. 
(vi) (HaP)" 1=H°'P U H°'caPUHac; 1P and (HawaP)ci =HawaP U 

H°'caP U Hac; 1P. 

Proof. The assertions (i), (iv) and (v) follow from Corollary 2 of [1] 
Theorem 1. (ii) follows from Corollary of [1] Section 3. (vi) is proved as 
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in the proof of Lemma 2. 
(iii) is proved as follows. Since t,JCfl+a+n and since act,J n fj, 

we have dim(nnfj)=dim(t,Jnfj)-1. On the other hand since +JC 
Ad (c .. )n+Ad (c .. )a+Ad (c .. )n and since Ad (c .. )act,J n q=t,J n fj", we have 
dim (Ad ( c .. ) n n q") = dim (p n q") = dim (+> n fj). Hence it follows from 
Lemma 7 in Section 5 that dim Hc .. P= dim Hc; 1P= dim G-dim(Ad(c .. )n 
nq")=dimG-dim(nnfj)-1. Q.E.D. 

§ 3. Lemmas for the main theorem 

We use the following notations throughout this section. Let a be a 
maximal abelian subspace of+> such that aa=a, 2+ a positive system of 
the root system 2=2(a) and P the minimal parabolic subgroup of G de
fined by 

P=Z 0 (a) exp n 

where n= I::~ex+g(a; (3). Let 'If! denote the set of all the simple roots in 
2+. Let a be a root in 'If! and put a"={Ye ala(Y)=O}, L .. =Z 0 (a"), r .. 
=ag(a"), na=I::~ex+-la,2aig(a; (3), P .. =Laexpna, ~ .. =fa+na and n(a)= 
g(a; a)+g(a; 2a). Then P .. is a parabolic subgroup of G containing P. 
Let f! be the subalgebra of g generated by n(a)+On(a) and L! the analytic 
subgroup of G for f!. For a subset S of G, write S 0 P=S 0P(H"\G/P). 

First we have the following lemma which is a generalization of [41 
Lemma 5.1. 

Lemma 3. There are six cases ( depending on the choice of a, 2 + and 
a) for the decomposition of the set HP" into H-P double cosets as follows. 

(A) If aa=/:= ±a and aa '$ 2+, then HP .. =HPU HwaP, dim HwaP= 
dim HP-dim n(a) and Hw .. Pc(HP)° 1• 

(B) Jf aa=/:=±a and aa e 2+, then HP .. =HPUHwaP, dim Hw .. P= 
dimHP+dim n(a) and HPc(HwaP)° 1• 

(C) If aa=a and g(a; a) n q={0}, then HPa=HP. 
(D) The case when aa=a and g(a; a) n q=/:={0}. Define an element 

Ca e L! by Ca=exp (n-/2)(X +OX) with an Xe g(a; a) n q satisfying 2(a, a) 
. B(X, OX)= -1. Then Ad (ca)a=Ad (c; 1)a is a-stable, 

HPa=HPUHwaPUHc .. PUHc; 1P, 

dimHcaP=dimHc; 1P=dim HP+dim(n(a)n q) 

=dim HwaP+dim (n(a) n q), 

(HcaP)ci :::i HP U Hw aP, (Hc; 1P)" 1 :::l HP U Hw aP, 

HP=Hw"P ifn(a)ng=/:={0}, 
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and if dim(n(a)n q);?:2. 

(E) If aa=-a and g(a; a)n qa={O}, then HPa=HP. 
(F) The case when aa= -a and g(a; a) n qa=,'::{0}. Define an element 

c. EL! by c.=exp (-:r/2)(X +OX) with an XE g(a; a) n qa satisfying 2<a, a) 
-B(X, OX)= -1. Then Ad (c.)a=Ad (c; 1)a is a-stable, 

and 

HPa=HPUHwaPUHcaPUHc; 1P, 

dimHcaP=dimHc; 1P=dimHP-dim(n(a) n lt)-1 

=dim HwaP-dim (n(a) n ll)-1, 

(HP)cl~Hc.P u Hc; 1P, (HwaPYl~ HcaP u Hc; 1P, 

HP=HwaP if n(a)nlja=,'::{0}, 

if dim (n(a) n qa) ;?:2. 

Proof Since the statements are independent of the choice of w. in 
N K(a), we may assume that wa e L!. Let p be the projection of P. onto 
L. with respect to the Langlands decomposition Pa=La exp n.. Then we 
have natural bijections 

where J=p(P. n H). Since (L.)o=L!Z(La)o(a) and since z(La)oCa)cP, we 
have L!/L! n Pc:=.(L.)0/(L.) 0 n P. Since L. n P intersects with every con
nected component of La, we have (L.)/(La)o n P~L./L. n P. Hence we 
have a natural surjection 

(3.2) 

Let j be the Lie algebra of J. 
(A) Let X be an element of On(a). Then X +axe lj.5a n lj since -aa 

e J;+. Hence X=p(X+aX)cj since -aa e J;+-{a, 2a}. Thus we have 

On(a)cr:nj. 

By the Bruhat decomposition of L!, we have 

L!=D(l) U D(w.) and D(w)cD(lyz 

where D(x)=(L! n J)x(L! n P) for x EL!. Hence by (3.1) and (3.2), 

HPa=HP UHw.P and Hw.Pc(HP)°z. 

Since aa=,'= ±a, we have w. rt WKnH(a) and therefore HP=,'=Hw.P by [I] 
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Theorem 1. Hence D(l) * D( w a) and it follows from the naturality of (3.1) 
and (3.2) that 

dim HP-dim HwaP=dim D(l)-dim D(wa) 

=dim n(a). 

(B) By a similar argument as in (A), we have 

By the Bruhat decomposition of L!, we have 

L!=D(l) U D(wa) and D(l)cD(wa)c 1 

where D(x)=(L! n J)x(L! n P) for x e L!. Hence by (3.1) and (3.2), 

HPa=HPUHw.P and HPc(HwaP)c 1• 

Since HP*HwaP and D(l)*D(wa) as in (A), 

dim Hw aP- dim HP= dim D(w a)- dim D(l) 

=dim n(a). 

(C) Since r; is generated by g(a; a)+g(a; -a), r; is contained in fj. 
Hence HPa=HP by (3.1) and (3.2). 

(D) Since L! n HCL! n J, we have a natural surjection 

(3.3) L! n H\L!/L! n P~J\La!L. n p 

by (3.2). Since dim([! n a)= I and r! n acfj, it follows from Lemma 2 (i) 
and (vi) that L!=D(l) U D(w.) U D(ca) U D(c;;1), D(ca)cl = D(c.) U D(l) U 
D(wa) and D(c;;1)c1 =D(c;; 1) U D(l) U D(w.). Here D(x)=(L! n H)x(L! n P) 
for x EL!. Hence by (3.1) and (3.3), 

HPa=HPUHwaPUHcaPUHc;; 1P, (HcaP)° 1-::JHPUHwaP 

and (Hc;;1P)c 1-:::;HPU HwaP. 

Since Ad(c.)a is not Kn H-conjugate to a, (HP U Hw.P) n (HcaP U Hc;;1P) 
= 0 by [1] Theorem 1. Thus we have 

dimHc.P=dim Hc;;1P=dim HP+dim (n(a) n q) 

=dim HwaP+ dim (n(a) n q) 

since dimD(l) = dimD(w.) = dimD(ca)- dim(n(a)n q) = dimD(c;; 1)

dim (n(a) n q) by Lemma 2 (iii). The remaining assertions are clear from 
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Lemma 2 (iv) and (v). 
(E) Since (! is generated by g(a; a)+g(a; -a), l! is contained in 

qa. Hence (! n f c [! n g and L! = (L! n H)(L! n P) by the Iwasawa de
composition of L!. Therefore HPa =HP by (3.1) and (3.2). 

(F) Clearly (3.3) is also valid in this case. Note that dim((! n a)= 1 
and that(! n acq. Consider L!, L! n Hand a as G, Ha and a() in Lemma 
2', respectively. Then we have L!=D(l) U D(wa) U D(ca) U D(c; 1), D(1)° 1 

=D(l)UD(ca)UD(c; 1) and D(wa)°1=D(wa)UD(ca)UD(c; 1) by Lemma 2' 
(i) and (vi). Here D(x)=(L! n H)x(L! n P) for x EL! and ca is defined in 
the statement of (F). Hence 

HPa=HP UHwaPUHcaPUHc; 1P, (HP)° 1-::JHcaPUHc;;1P 

and (HwaP)c 1-::JHcaPUHc; 1P 

by (3.1) and (3.3). We have (HPUHwaP)n(HcaP LJHc; 1P)=0 by the 
same reason as in (D). Hence 

dim HcaP=dim Hc; 1P=dim HP-dim (n(a) n ga)-1 

=dim HwaP-dim (n(a) n ga)-1 

since dim D(ca) = dim D(c; 1) = dim D(l)-dim (n(a) n ga)-1 = dim D(wa) 
-dim (n(a) n ga)-1 by Lemma 2' (iii). The remaining assertions are 
clear from Lemma 2' (iv) and (v). Q.E.D. 

Lemma 4. The following three conditions on 2+ are equivalent. 
( i) If a E 2+ and aa=/=--a, then aa E 2+. 
(ii) If a E 7Jf and aa=/=--a, then aa E 2+. 
(iii) There exists a Y e a n g such that a( Y) > 0 for all a e 2 + satisfy

ing aa=/=--a. 

Proof (i)=}(ii) is trivial. 
(ii)=}(i). Every root f3 in 2+ can be written as /3= l::aEW naa with 

some nonnegative integers na. Put 7Jf_={a E 7Jf[aa=-a} and 7Jf0 = 
{ae7Jf[aa=/=--a}. Thenwehave 

(3.4) 

It follows from the assumption that 

(3.5) 

where Z+ ={n e Z[n>O}. Suppose that a/3=/=--[3. Then 

(3.6) 
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Write a/3= :z=.H n~a (n~ e Z). Then it follows from (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) 
that n~>O for some a e '/Jf0• If a/3 is a negative root then n~<O for all 
a e '/Jf. Hence a/3 e J:+. 

(i)~(iii). Let X be an element of a such that a(X) >O for all a e J; +. 

Then Y=X+aXis a desired element. 
(iii)~(i). If a e J:+ and aa=I=--a, then aa(Y)=a(Y)>O by (iii). 

Hence - aa is not contained in J; + by (iii) and therefore aa e J; +. 

Q.E.D. 

Definition. A positive system J;+ of the root system J; =J:(a) is said 
to be a-compatible if one of the equivalent three conditions in Lemma 4 
is satisfied. 

Suppose that J;+ is not a-compatible. Then by the above definition, 
there exists a simple root a of J:+ such that aa $ J:+ and that aa=I=--a. 

Lemma 5. Let a be a simple root of J:+ such that aa $ J:+ and that 
aa=I=--a. Then (i) (HP)°1=(Hw.P)• 1L. and (ii) (HaP) 0 P=(Haw.P) 0 PL •. 

Proof (i) ByLemma3 (A),HP.=HPUHw.PandHw.Pc(HP)- 1• 

Hence (HP)ci=(HP.)• 1• Since HP.c(Hw.P)c1P.c(HP.)c1, we have only 
to prove that (Hw.P)° 1P.=(Hw.P)° 1L. is closed in G. Since G/P is com
pact, (Hw.P)"i/P is a compact subset of G/P. Consider the natural map 
of G/P onto G/P.. Then the image (Hw.P)< 1P./P. of (Hw.P)cijp by this 
map is compact. Hence (Hw.P)° 1P. is closed in G. 

(ii) By Lemma 3 (B), HaP.=HaPUHaw.P and HaPc(Haw.P)c1. 
Hence Haw.Pc(HaP) 0 P and so (HaP) 0 P=(HaP.) 0 P. Since HaP.c 
(Haw.P) 0 PL.c(HaP.) 0 P and since (Haw.P) 0 PL. is open in G, we have 
(Ha P) 0 P = (Ha P0 ) 0 P = (Haw 0 P) 0 P L 0 • Q.E.D. 

§ 4. Proof of Theorem 

In this section we prove Theorem in Section 1. 

Proof ( i) Put f3t = w <t - 1, ai for i = 1, · · · , n. Then we will first 
prove that 

(4.1) 

Put It= {a e J;+ I ½a $ J:} (the set of reduced roots in J:+). Then w<il It 
=(2t-{/3i, ·· ·,f3t})U{-/31, ···, -f3t} for i=l, ···,n. We also have 
f3tCY0)<0 for i= 1, · · ·, n by the definition of w. Hence by the choice of 
Y0, we have af3t $ J:+ (which implies af3i=l=-f3t). On the other hand, we 
have af3i $ {-/3 1, • • ·, -f3t- 1} since f3i{Y0)=(af3t)(Y 0) <O for any i= 1, · · ·, 
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n. Thus we have proved that af3i $ w<i-1l2t which clearly implies that 
af3i $ w<i-t) _2+. The remaining assertion af3i ::f= -/3i is clear from a Y0 = Y0 

and /3/Y 0) <O. 
Put p<il = w<il P(w<il)- 1 and define Lfi, as in Section 3 for i= I, · · . , n. 

(For any f3 E 2, put afi={Y ea I (3(Y)=0} and Lp=Z 0 (afi).) Then by (4.1) 
and Lemma 5 (i), we have 

and therefore (Hw<i-l)p)ci = (Hw<ilP)< 1L., for i= I, ... , n since Lp,= 
w<i-1) L.,(w<i-1))-1. 

The latter formula can be proved by Lemma 5 (ii) in a similar way. 
(ii) follows directly from (i) because (Pw- 1P)ci=PL.n· · -L. 1 • 

(iii) Since L 1 = Z0 ( Y0) by the choice of Y0, we can define a parabolic 
subgroup P1 of G containing p<nl by P1 = L 1 exp n1, n1 = I:res,rcYoJ>og(a; r). 
Since L 1 and n1 are a-stable, it is easy to show that P, n H = (L1 n H) · 
exp (n1 n fj). Since P1 n H0 is the parabolic subgroup of H0 defined by Y0 

E an fj, H 0/ P, n H 0 is compact. Hence H 0P1 is closed in G and so HP, is 
also closed in G by Lemma 1. 

Let p be the projection of P, onto L 1 with respect to the Langlands 
decomposition P 1 =L 1 exp n1• Considering the natural bijections 

we have 

(4.2) 

since HP, is closed in G. 
Let Z be the center of (L1) 0• Since (L 1)0 =LZ and since ZcP<nl, we 

have L/Ln p<nl -::::.(L1) 0/(L1) 0 n p<nl. Since L, n p<n) intersects with every 
connected component of L,, we have (L1) 0/(L1) 0 n P <nl-::::. L,/ L 1 n P <nl. So 
we have natural bijections 

and 

since (L, n H) 0 = (L n H)oCZ n H) 0 and since Z c P <nl. Hence we have 

(4.3) 
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=(L1 n H)((L 1 n H)o(L1 n p<n>))c1 

= (L1 n H)((L n H)o(L n P <n>))c1(L1 n P <n>) 

=(L1 n H)((Ln H)(L n P(n)))c1(L1 n p<n>) 

by Lemma 1. 
From (4.2) and (4.3) we get the formula for (HwP)<1• (Note that 

Ln p<n>=L n P since w2+ n 2([; a)=2+ n 2([; a).) 
The formula for (HawP) 0 P is proved as follows. First we have P1 n 

Ha=L 1nHa since P 1naeP 1=L 1. Next we will prove that HaP 1 is open 
in G. We have only to prove that fja+ j.)31 = g. (j.)31 is the the Lie algebra 
of P1.) Let r be a root in 2 such that r(Y 0)<0 and X an element of g(a; 
r). Then 

since (a(}r)(Y 0)= -r(Y 0)>0. Since g=j.)31+ I:ro,r<Yo><og(a; r), we have 
g=fja+j.)3 1• Considering the natural bijections 

Ha\HaP 1/ p<n>~P 1 n Ha\P 1/P<n>~L 1n Ha\L 1/L 1 n p<n>, 
p 

we have 

(4.4) (flap(n))OP(fla\Gf P(n)) 

=Ha(((L 1 n Ha)(L 1 n p<n>))°P(L1 n Ha\L 1/L 1 n p<n)))P<n> 

since Ha P 1 is open in G. 
By a similar argument as that for ( 4.3), we have 

(4.5) ((L1 n Ha)(L1 n p<n>))°P(L1 n Ha\L1/L1 n p(n)) 

=(L1 n Ha)(((Ln Ha)(Ln p<n>))0 P(L n Ha\L/Ln p<nl))(L1 n p<n>). 

From (4.4) and (4.5) we get the desired formula for (HawP) 0P since 
LnP<n>=LnP. 

(iv) follows from (ii) and (iii). 
( v) Since [ n a is a maximal abelian subspace of [ n 1:) contained in 

r n 1:) n q, it follows from Proposition 1 and Proposition 2 in [3] that 
(L n H)(L n P) is open in L and that (L n Ha)(L n P) is closed in L. 

(vi) By (ii) we can choose a sequence D0, • • ·, Dn of H-P double 
cosets (resp. D6, ... , D~ of Ha_p double cosets) satisfying the following 
four conditions. 

(1) D0 =D (resp. D6=D'). 
(2) Dic(Hw<ilp)cl (resp. D~c(Haw<ilp) 0P). 
(3) DiL•t-:::;Di-i (resp. D~L.,-::JD~_1). 
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(4) If Di_ 1C(Hw<ilP)°t, then Di=Di-t· (resp. If Di_ 1C(H°'w<ilp)•P, 
then Di=Di_ 1.) 

We choose representatives y i of Di (resp. Di) for i = 0, ... , n in the 
following inductive procedure. 

We can choose y,. e D,. n ((L n H)(L n P))° 1 w (resp. D~ n ((L n H°') 
(LnP)) 0Pw) so that a,.=Ad(y,.)a is a-stable by [1] Theorem 1. Suppose 
that we have chosen y,. e D,. (resp. D~), · · ·, Yi e D, (resp. Di)- Then we 
choose y,_ 1 e D,_ 1 as follows. If D._ 1=D, (resp. D~_1=Di), then we 
put Y,-i=Y,· So we may assume that D,_ 1(j:_(Hw<ilP)"1 (resp. Di_ 1(j:. 
(H°'w<ilp)•P). Put P'=yiPy;:1, P~,=yiPL.iYi: 1 and w;,=y.w •• y;:1• Then 

D._ 1 cDiL.,=Hy.PL.,=HP;,Y. 

(resp. D~ _ 1 C D~L.; = H°'y ,PL.,= H°' P ;,y t). 

Since Di_ 1 n(Hw<•lp)c! = 0 (resp. Di_ 1 n(H°'w<ilP)=0) and since D,c 
(Hw<'lP)°1 (resp. D:c(H°'w<i>p)•P), we have 

(4.6) DHy;: 1cHP;,-(HP 1)" 1 

(resp. D:_1y;:1 cHaP;,-(HaP 1) 0P(Ha\G/P')). 

Now we apply Lemma 3 to (H\G, P', P;J (resp. (Ha\G, P', P;)). 
First suppose that g(ai; aD n q= {O}. Then it follows from (4.6) and 

from the five cases except (D) in Lemma 3 (resp. from the five cases except 
(F) in Lemma 3) that 

and 

(In the cases (B), (C) and (E) (resp. (A), (C) and (E)), we get HP~,c 
(HP')" 1 (resp. HaP~,c (HaP') 0P(H°'\G/P')), a contradiction to (4.6).) 
Hence D,_ 1 = Hyiw.,P (resp. Di-i = H°'y,w.,P) and dim Di-t >dim~D. 
(resp. dim D~_1<dimD~). We put Yi-i=Y,w.,. (Then ai_1=a,.) 

Next suppose that g(a,; a:) n q=;l={O}. Then it follows from (4.6) and 
from Lemma 3 (D) (resp. Lemma 3 (F)) that 

Dt-1K 1 =Hw;,P 1, Hc;,P' or Hc;; 1P' 

(resp. D:_1y:/=Haw;,P 1, Hac;,P' or Hac;; 1P') 

and that dim HP' = dim Hw;,P' < dim H c;,P' = dim Hc;; 1 P' (resp. 
dim Ha P' = dim H°'w;,P' >dim H°'c;,P' = dim H°'c;; 1 P'). Hence 
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Di_ 1=Hyiw.,P, Hyic. 1P or Hy 1c;;/P 

(resp. Di_ 1=Hay 1wa,P, Hay 1c.,P or Haytc;;/P) 

and dim Hy 1 P = dim Hyi w.,P < dim Hy 1ca,P = dim Hy 1 c;;/ P (resp. 
dim Hay 1P = dim Hay 1 w .,P > dim Haytca,P = dim Hay 1c;;/ P). Thus we 
can choose a representative y 1_ 1 of D 1_ 1 (resp. Di_1) such that y 1 _ 1=yiw.,, 
y 1c., or y 1c;;/. It is clear from the choice of ca, that ai-i =Ad (y1_ 1)a is 
a-stable. 

(vii) Let D( resp. D') be a closed H-P double coset (resp. an open 
Ha_p double coset) contained in HRwWan · · · Wa,P (resp. HaR'wW.,.· · · 
W.,P). We have Rc{{Ln H){Ln P))" 1 (resp. R'c((Ln Ha)(Ln P))°P) 
by (v) and Proposition in Section 1. Hence we have Dc(HP)ci (resp. D' 
C (Ha P) 0P) by (iv). 

Conversely let D (resp. D') be a closed H-P double coset (resp. an 
open H°'-P double coset) contained in (HP)• 1 (resp. (Ha P) 0P). Let y0, ••• , 

Yn be as in (vi). Since all the closed H-P double cosets in G have the same 
dimension by Lemma 7 in Section 5 (resp. since all the open Ha_p double 
cosets in G have the same dimension), it follows from (vi) (d) that Hy 1P is 
closed (resp. Hay 1P is open) in G for i=O, · · ·,n and that Yi-i=Y 1 or 
YiWa, for i=l, · · ·, n. Clearly (LnH)ynw- 1(LnP) is closed (resp. 
(LnHa)ynw- 1(LnP) is open) in L. Hence we have 

D=Hy 0PcHRwW.,.· · · W.,P 

(resp. D'=H°'y 0PcHaR'wW.,.· · · W.,P). 

Put U={Y e Kl Ad (y)a is a-stable} and U0 ={Y e UIHyP is closed in 
G}. (U0 ={y e UI Hayp is open in G} by Colollary of [I] § 3). Then by 
the above result, we have the followings for y e U0• 

(4.7) HyPc(HP)" 1~There exists ay 0 e (Rn U)wWa,.· · · W., 

such that HyP=Hy 0P. 

(4.8) HayPc(HaP) 0P~There exists a Yoe (R'n U)wWa,.· · · W., 

such that HayP=Hay 0P. 

On the other hand it follows from Corollary 2 of [I] Theorem 1 and 
Corollary of [1] Section 3 that 

(4.9) 

and that if y, Yo e U, then 

(4.10) 
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Hence for y e U0, we have 

HyPC(HP)cl~HayPc(HaP) 0 P 

by (4.7), (4.8), (4.9) and (4.10). 

§ 5. Proof of Proposition 
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Q.E.D. 

Let HxP 0 be an arbitrary closed H-P 0 double coset in G. Then by 
[1] Proposition 2, there exists an he H such that P=hxP 0x- 1h- 1 can be 
written as 

Here a0 is a a-stable maximal abelian subspace of j) such that ag = a0 n lj 
is maximal abelian in j) n lj and 2+ is a a-compatible positive system 
(Definition following Lemma 4) of 2=2(g; a-0). Then we have only to 
prove that nc 1~HP for any open H-P double coset D in G. Put 2· 0 = 
{ a e 21 a(}a =a}. Let [ be the subalgebra of g generated by {g( a0 ; a) I a e 2" 0} 

and L the corresponding analytic subgroup in G. Let ~ denote the Lie 
algebra of P. 

Lemma 6. (i) g(a0 ; a)clja for all a e 2• 0 • (Hence [clja and Le 
Ha.) 

(ii) [clj+~ and LcHP. 

Proof Since g(a0 ; a) is a{}-stable, we have only to prove that g(a0 ; a) 
n qa = {O}. Suppose that there exists a nonzero element X of g(a0 ; a) n qa. 
Then X -{}Xis an element of j) n qa = j) n lj commuting with ag. But this 
contradicts to the assumption that ag is maximal abelian in j) n lj. 

(ii) We have only to prove that LCHP. Since (}bis a Cartan in
volution of L and since L n P is a minimal parabolic subgroup of L, we 
have 

by the Iwasawa decomposition of L. On the other hand, we have L n K 
=L n Kn Ha=L n Kn H since Le Ha by (i). Hence Le HP. Q.E.D. 

Next we will prove the following lemma which we used in Section 2 
and Section 4. 

Lemma 7. Put 2={aJae2, a:;i=O} and .f+={aJae2+, a:;i=O} 
where a is the restriction of a to ag. Then 
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dim HP=dim G-S,ez+ dim (g(ag; a) n q) 

=dim G-½ I:,ez dim (g(ag; a) n q). 

Especially all the closed H-P double cosets in G have the same dimension. 

Proof. By Lemma 6 (ii), we have 

and therefore 

dim H 0P=dim (lj+\ls)=dim G- I:,ez+ dim (g(ag; a) n q) 

=dim G-½ I:,ez dim (g(ag; a) n q) 

since dim (g(ag; a) n q) = dim (g(ag; -a) n q) for A e 2. Since HP= 
U yeHYH 0P= U yEHH0yP is a finite union of H 0-P double cosets having 

the same dimension, we have the desired formula for dim HP. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 8 (J. Sekiguchi). Put N=exp (I: 0 ez+g(a0 ; -ex)). Let D be 
an_ arbitrary H-P double coset in G. Then 

(Remark. Proposition follows from this lemma since NP is dense in 
G.) 

Proof. =} is clear since NP is open in G. Suppose that D n NP=!= 
0. ThenDnN=/=0. LetxeDnNandwritex= expI: 0 es+X_ 0 with 
X_ 0 E g(a0 ; -a). By Lemma 4, we can choose an element Ye ag so that 
a(Y)>OforallaeS+-S• 0 • Putai=exptYforteR. Then 

a -1 " -acnix D n N-iXai =exp L_iaEI+ e -a E . 

(since at e Hn P) and it follows from the choice of Y that 

Hence D 01 n L :ix~ and therefore Dc1 n HP=!= 0 by Lemma 6 (ii). Since 
HD<1P=Dc 1, we have Dci-::JHP. Q.E.D. 
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